Installation Instructions

Vertical Blind Systems – 89mm, 127mm

Hardware –

Steel flat plate bracket (For internal mounting)
Steel ‘L’ plate bracket (For face fixing)
Plastic End caps
Aluminium Vertical Blind Track
Fabric vanes

***Please note you will only be supplied one of the 2 styles of brackets depending on the mounting style of the ordered
blind, blinds ordered for inside mounting will be supplied the flat brackets and blinds ordered for outside mounting will be
supplied the ‘L’ bracket.

Mounting the brackets.
Depending on the length of your ordered blind you may be supplied 2, 3 or 4 brackets,
position the brackets equal spacing along the length of the track. The 2 end brackets should be positioned within 150mm
of each end any additional brackets spaced evenly between these 2, make sure all brackets are in line. Mark the location of
the pre-drilled holes with a pencil. Depending on the material you are fixing to use appropriate fixing to attach the brackets
to the wall.
Attaching the head rail.
With the brackets securely attached to the wall you can clip the track into place. Have the
side of the track with the fabric strip on it facing away from the window, towards you. Slip the front lip of the track into the
bracket, push the back of the track upwards until you hear it clip into place. Make sure the track clips in both the front and
back of each bracket. If you need to remove the track, apply upwards pressure to the back tab of the bracket until it
unclips.
Plastic covers are supplied which cover the ends of the track, if the ends are visible these covers can be clipped into place
for a neat finish.
Attaching the fabric.
The fabric is attached to the track by hooking the white plastic hangers onto the clear plastic
clips hanging from the track.
Operating the blind.
All operations are controlled by the wand attachment, to open and close the blind simply
slide the wand along the track to the desired locations. To tilt the slats twist the wand clockwise or anticlockwise. Always
have the slats in the open position when sliding the blind left or right

